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Bookstore construction
to begin near FTU
By BILL PIEPER
Staff Writer

Construction of an off-campus
bookstore and a convenience store to
be located near the entrance of FTU
is scheduled
to begin soon.
Development of other businesses at
the same location is possible in the
near future.
·
Beryl Wagner, an eight year
veteran of the retail bookstore
business, is planning the bookstore
which will be located near the corner
of FTU Boulevard and Alafaya' Trail.
Wagner hopes to have his business
in operation by Dec. 10, barring bad
weather. The store is planqed to
cover 1,800 square feet, which
Wagner believed was slightly smaller
than the bookstore on campus.
Wagner said he will be offering.
textbooks as well as fraternity
suppHes, paperback books for leisure
reading and other goods that can be
found in the campus outlet.
He also said he would buy back
books from students and probably
pay a higher price than the campus
store. Wagner added he would try to
get a larger supply of used books to
sell to students at reduced prices.

A possible addition to his business
in the future, he revealed, could be a
photography service. He said one of
his partners, a eon tract photographer
for Studio One, may become a
business offering.
'

Wagner said he will ~
offering textbooks as well as
fraternity supplies, paperback
books for leisure reading and
other goods that can be found in
the campus outlet.
Wagner has sought help from the
FTU Student Government (SG) to
help familiarize himself with the
needs and desires of the students. He
·is planning tO have a meeting with
FTU Vice President· of Business
Affairs J.P. Geree sometime next
week.
"The key to the success of the
opera ti on is in obtaining _ the
maximum amount of information
from the staff an"d faculty," Wagner
stated.
In addition to the proposed
bookstore, a National Quick Shop
will be constructed at the same
location.

Jon M. "Mike" Mucklerey , an
Orlando businessman, is the president
of the corporation and owner of the
property. He said he is working in
conjunction
with Wagner in
developing the area.
. Mucklerey said the Orlando-based
corporation has 10 ou tie ts scattered
throughout the state. Construction is
being· planned for two more,
including the .FTU off-campus store.
The store will have self-service gas
pumps much like outlets of the
Tenneco chain. The complex, which
is planned to cover 1,200 to 1,400
square feet, should be completed
within 60 days
The owner said one of the chaln 's
stores is located in the Lockhart area,
with other stores in Clermont,
Ormond Beach and other parts of the
.state. He said the chain stretches
"from coast to coast."
Muckleroy said he may possibly
build a small shopping compl_e x next
to the convenience srore if he can get
proper zoning approval. He said the
stores would probably &e leased to
small businesses, although no plans
are definite yet.

Photo bY Fred Sommer

LAND CLEARING BEGAN RECENTLY for a combination
convenience store ·and gas station near the corner of FTU
Boulevard · and Alafaya Trail. The complex should be
completed within 60 days.
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notebooks ·
cause firills grief
By KERRY FAUNCE

According to Dr. Kenneth Lawson,
director of the Village Center a
representative for TAB Marketing
Ltd., 580 Syivan Avenue, Englewood
Cliffs, sold advertising for placement
in 10,000 notebooks Which were to
be distributed free to FTU students
and staff at registration. Lawson said
the
notebooks have not been
delivered and efforts to contact the
firm have been unsuccessful
Sam Catalano, bookkeeper .for
. Import Used Auto Parts on east SR
so, said his company paid $299 for
an advertisement which was to
appear in the notebooks. He said he
received the cancelled check but had
not heard from TAB or received an
ad proof.
·
her ~ffice informed of events in the
Lawson said the Gallery Unisex
state capital.
Beauty Shop had also paid $299 for
Ms. Harbeck, in turn, will seek
an ad.
student opinions and views, and
Similar complaints about TAB's
service have arisen in other Eastern
transmit her finding to Visko in
U.S. cities. According to Lawson, the
Tallahassee. She will also inform FTU
University of West Florida, Pensacola
students of developments in the
Jr. Collbge, University of Nmth
leg isl a tu re.
Florida, Jacksonville University and
Ms. Harbeck said a workshop willfour other junior colleges in Florida
be held Oct. 30 and 31 in
have experienced problems with the
Jacksonville to acquaint the staffs of
company.
.
the FSA annexes with methods .and
The notebooks consisted of twelve
ideas about.running their offices. Ms.
11
by
1
7
inch
sheets
of
ruled
Harbeck said all nine universities in
newsprint, folded and staple-bound
the State University System have an
. with a cover bearing advertising.
FSA annex.
John D. Mahaffey, FTU legal
She said the. annex staff members
counsel, said anyone with complaints
will stay in Jacksonville to attend the
should file them with the State
BOR meeting the day after the
Attorney's Office in Orange County.
workshop.
.
.
Complaints may also be addressed to
Ms. Harbeck, a junior majoring
pub lie administration, has been
the Office of Consumer Affairs in
involved
with
the Student
Orlando and th.e Lt. Governor's
Government (SG) since she came to
Office in New Jersey.
FTU.
Editor-in-Chief

Two Orlando businesses and
dozens of others in college towns
across the United States have
registered complaints against a New
Jersey based marketing firm which
has been selling advertising for
placement in free notebooks.

Ca-rnpus gets ·student lobby annex;
ex-- cabinet -rne1nber na-rned director
By BILL -PIEPER

to fight against mandatory summer
enrollment but if mandatory summer
enrollment is inevitable, Harbeck said
shw would campaign for a tuition
break for students.
A questionnaire was sent out
recnetly to local cancicates for public
office to determine their position on
issues rele.vant to FTU students.
Last week Ms. Harbeck mailed the
results to Apollo Visko, executive
director of the FSA. Ms. Harbeck
said, generally the questionnaires
tended to support student desires,
although she could not guarantee
they would fulfill their pledges once
elected.
She notecj that many of the
respondents were defeated in their
bids for office. According to Ms.
Harbeck the questionnaires were
mailed to the candidates before the

Staff W•iter

A new program designed to inform
students of actions of the student
lobby in Tallahassee, has been
formed on campus. The program will
privide feedback to the lobby about
student desire~ and the local political
scene.
The program is an annex of the
f'lorida Student Association (FSA),
the group that attempted to put a
student on the Florida Board of
. • Regents (BOR).
Terri Harbeck, a former member
of the Student Senate and Executive
Cabinet, was recently named as
annex director. She said her job will
deal with a wide range of subjects to
serve students' needs.
Ms. Harbeck revealed her main
interests in the job are to promote
student involvement and strengthen
· the student body's ability to state
their views.
The new director said she was also
interested in reviving the "Meet the·
Candidates" program, a series of
speeches designed to acquaint
students :with the candidates views on
the issued, that was on campus
during the · summer quarter; although
as yet there are no d"finite plans to
do so.
Her main job, Ms. Harbeck noted,
was to register voters . . She felt a
powerful student voting bloc would
he!) prevent legislation from being

primaries.

TERRI HARBECK
- Seeks student opinions
passed that works against student
needs.
The annex· will also make it easier
for the FSA to bring pressure against
legislators in order to support student
interests.
Ms.
Harbeck believes many
students are in favor of preventing
raising tuition and mandatory
s~mmer enrollment. She iias pledged

SG Senate elections today;
candidates state platforms
Only eight contested seats are
on the ballot today as the FTU
Student Senate experienced one
of their poorest turnouts in recent
years for the number of students
running for the 48 available slots.
"Just not enough people were
interested," said a disappointed
John Kelcy, student body vice
president. Of the 48 seats
available, 32 will be unopposed,
and eight will be vacant. Keley
said he hopes as the quarter draws.

on, the senate will be able to
appoint some "capable people" to
the vacant seats.
Earlier this week, Student
Senate candidates were asked to
summarize their platforms and
state what they believed to be the
major problem at FTU. Published
here are the opinions of tlte
candidates who responded to the
Future's questionaire.
(Continued

011

page 8)

Visko,
former student body
president of Florida State University
and the State Council of Student ·
Body Presidents (SCSBP), will keep

Millican reverses stand on A&SF,
thinks full realloca_tion unneeded
The still unresolved controversy at USF has spawned a
- host of resolutions and amendments that would change the
present A&SF law.
One such amendment was introd·uced by H. Lee Moffitt,
D-Tampa. The Moffitt bill would split the activities and the
FTU President Charles N.-· Millican said Tuesday he no services into separate budget proposals. It would give
longer believed that state university presidents should have student government authority over the activities budget,
total veto and reallocation power over Activity and Service and the university would control the service budget.
"! had thought about it quite a bit over thy summer and
Fee (A&SF) budgets.
Millican stated he had made the suggestion concerning my feeling was ... that it wasn't going to solve anything,"
full presidential veto and reallocation power to a workshop said Millican. "Even within that kind of category there
meeting of the State Council of Universi ty Presidents could be some of the same kinds of problems ... that have
(SCUP) the last week in August.
arisen at USF."
As the present law stands, the university president can
"What I would like to try to do," said Millican, "is to
fmd some acceptable solution to the kind of problem that ceto the budget and reallocate funds only within three
areas; Inter-Collegiate Athletics, health services and
has arisen at the University of Souto Florida (USF)."
According to USF Student Body President Yvonne outstanding bond retirement.
Millican said the budget presented by FTU Student ·
Berry, the A&SF dispute at that university stems from
finance committee refusal to allocate funds for 21 staff Government this year "was a good budget ... and I saw no
positions from A&SF funds. Ms. Berry said past USF reason to veto anything in it." Millican adds,"! sent a note
President M. Cecil Mackey, who has since left the State to student government because I wanted to commend them
University System (SUS), vetoed the budget proposals. He for doing a real fine job."
reallocated the money to fund 32 staff positions - 11 more
Referring to the dispute at USF, Millican said, "I'm
than the original 21 t!tatnad been cut.
sorry, but I just don't have a solution - I wish I did."
By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer
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Task force studies feasibility

Eubanks plans new
By BARRY BRADLEY
Staff Writer

Of all the new concepts, theories
and ideas floating around the FTU
business community possibly none
are more progressive than those of
Dr. Clifford L Eubanks, dean of the
College of Business Administration
Since Eubanks' arrival in January
from Troy State University in
Alabama, he has proceded toward
complete renovation of the college's
commitment to the needs of the
students.
"We hav e
to look at the
opportunities that are in the area,"
says Eubanks. "Retail in the service
bu siness is obviously the big thing so
we need to zero in on that to make
sure our .students are adequately
prepared."
A business administration task
force within the college is studying
the feasibility of a prngram in retail
sales concentration and will make it' s
report in January. According to
Eubanks, they are trying to assess the
needs of the community and what
FTU can do to fill those needs.
"Ninety per cent of our studetns
are coming from a seven county area
in Central Florida," says Eubanks,"
and we want to know where · they are
going when they leave FTU."

Eubanks said FTU, as the state
university in Central Florida, hasn't
done much toward analyzing the
needs of the industry in this area.
"So we better take a look. at it," he
adds. "We have to idnetify where the
industry is at this moment and then
project where it is going in the n ext
five or l 0 years."
To accomplish this, the college is
working
dir ectly with
the
businessmen in the community.
"We also have a management
institute within the college," says
Rubanks, "that takes car e of studies
on leadership."
According to E ubanks, the
institute is designed to h e lp people
who are already working. He adds
they are not looking for academic
credit but rather for just what they
can learn .
"We have national gro ups th at
come here to participate in the
(management institute) studies. For
in stance, the National Savings and
Loan League has four leadership
sc hools around the nation-the
University of Connecticut, the
University of Southern California,
the University of Houston and FTU."
"We are a university so ught out by
national companies and asked to
design a specific leadership program
for them," reports Eubanks. With

busi~·ess

this in mind, adds Eubanks, the split
of the
two
departments of
management and marketing will be
far more efficient.
.Eubanks is also investigating the
possibility of programs of study
concerning the tourisn industry and
phases of international commerce
and trade . These new programs will
add a totally new dimension to FTU
in light of Orlando rece iving the

programs

status of an international jetport.
''Tourism is another obvious
area ... that's the biggest thing thery is
in Central Florida."
The Orlando area has seen a period
of remarkable growth in the past few
years which has made it necessary for
the business community as well as
the academic community to embark
on some solid reevaluation of their
policies and concepts in terms of

continued advancement.
With Dr. Clifford Eubanks at the
helm of the business college, these
new concepts should be grease for
the wheels of the rnpidly growing
Orlando area economy. "Looking at
the next 15 years," says E ubanks, "I
can't think of a ny place I'd rathe r be
than Central Florida."
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Welcome FTU Students
and Faculty:

People who've tried PoP Shoppe Cola say it tastes a lot like Pepsi. Or Coke. But it sure doesn't cost like Pepsi or
Coke. In fact, our great Cola taste regularly costs you 4o ·to 50% less than the national brands. Bring the fifty-centsoff coupon to your nearby PoP phoppe today. Enjoy a free sample. And walk out with a case of hard-to-beat Cola
taste at .a hard-to-beat Cola price.
·

Are You Concerned About Physical Fitness?

OFFER GOOD AT THESE LOCATIONS

Are You Pressured For Time?

HWY. No. 436 @ Howell Lake Road, Casselberry
West C~lonial @ Mercy Drive
HWY. 434 Longwood 1 mile West of 1·4
Crystal Lake Shopping Center
South Orange Blossom Trail@ Oak Ridge

Are You Interested in Supervised Exercise?
Are You Looking For Total Fitness?

•~

.America·s

Soft Drink Supermarket

If the answ<"rs are yes to the above then give us a call,
and you can start on your exercise program.
Just 30 minutes-3 times p~r week.

Get the ~reat new taste
in mocna, coconut,
banana or ,,....,,.,,..l!!ll_l!llr·~~
strawberry. '· . .
_. 23 Machines •

eSupervision : Instruction •

• For men · Women •

• Nutritional Guidance •

Double Chest Machine
··~····~·······~········~·······~··············
•BJ?M this Coupon m ai:id receive a free trial plus a student • :
;aiscount on membership. Limit 1 per person.
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Good lor a free 1ria1 progrom al"ld Illness analysis under persol"lal sup0:n. 1s1on
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!:~°iriu:c::•:!1~e~:n?11ioning lhrougn full rango exorcise. Eaclus 1ve w11h,

:

. OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

'"'"°""'°"'~~~
2813 CORRINE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803
305/896-4127
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The ~rtable Party:
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proof,
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© 1976, Kickers Ltd., Hartford,
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Columnist charges:

Art staff target
of student gripes
By BILL PIEPER
Staff Writer

An investigation by an Orlando
reporter has indicated· that some FTU
art students are dissatisfied with
some of the department's faculty
members. The department's chairman
has responded that he thinks the
reporter's survey is not accurate.
Ms. Mary Joyce, a reporter for the
Sentinel Star, said she has taped
conversations with at least 12 FTU ;
art students who are opposed to
some of the practices of Steve Lotz,
Art Department chairman; Johann
Eyfells, a ceramic. and sculpture
instructor, and Pr. Walter Gaudneck ,
a painting professor.
Lotz countered that Ms. Joyce's
investigation is not representative of
FTU art students. ln a discussion
session held in the Art Department
office
involving students,
administration and faculty members
on Wednesday, only one in"structor
expressed dissatisfaction with ·the
department.
During the time of the meeting, all
the students present gave their
support to the department and its
faculty. But Ms. Joyce said she
thought many of the students present
were probably afraid of speaking
against the department, fearing for
their. grades if they should anger
Gaudnek, Lotz or Eyfells.
Lotz said he would give Ms. Joyce
the · opportunity to hold another
forum on campus open to students,
alt .hough
the faculty and
administration would not be there to
guarantee student openness without
fear of reprisal. Ms. J oycc refused the
offer.
She said the students she has taped
either "love or hate" the three
instructors personally ,but complain
they do not teach enough art
technique and try to express cer.tain
religious or "cult" overtones in the
context of student art projects.
·
. Students at the meeting denied
· both charges and mirrored Lotz' view
ahtt the complaining students. Ms.
Joyce countered that although only
12 · students were taped, she has
talked to others off the record that
have supported some of the
complaining students' views.
She noted that many of her
informants were concerned about
repercussions from the faculty,
adding some of them were present at
the ·meeting, although they were
silent regarding their views.
·
At least 40 people atten.ded the
meeting including Dr. Charles N.
Micarelli, dean of th.e College of
Humanities and Fine Arts.
Also present were, Lotz, Eyfells,
Gaudnek and the art department
faculty members except Robert
Polzer, a recent addition to the
department.
Although Micarelli · expressed
conficence in the department and·
talked briefly with both Lotz and
Joyce separately after _the meeting,
no details of the discu ssion were
available.
"I didn't se out to put the screws
on the FTU art department," Ms.

Joyce stated. She said her editor had
approved her story for printing when
its content was primarily against the
three faculty members, but she felt .
she needed more information to be
fair to them.
Ms. Joyce said she will print her
story in her regular Sunday column
soon after she has gathered more
information.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH DIVISION
MANAGER Jim Durney presents a $500
Educational S_cholarship to . Barbara
LaRocca, representing Tyes' sorority, and
Bill McGaughy of the FTU Aqua Knights,
for their participation and second place

Kelley: SG will · remain solvent
despite senate fund shortage
By BILL PIEPER
Staff Writer

The Student Senate will be able to
cope with available reserve funds,
although some minor programs may ·
have to be scrapped, Student
Gove.rnment (SG) officials said
recently.
· John Kelley, student body vice
president, did not -elaborate on
possible cuts, b.ut was positive the SG
would definitely make it through the ·
year.
Kelley . said he thought harder
work, greater concentration on thrift
and more use of imagination in
finding new sources of revenue will
help the senate get by.
The vice-president said the senate
will. receive only about half as much
money as last year for its reserve
account, and will receive one-third of
the Activities and Service Fee
(A&-SF) reserves allocated then.
In dollar terms, the senate account ·
will receive about $10,000 th°is year,
which 1s broken down into three
areas.
According to Kelley, $3,000 of the
allocated funds go to the
Intercollegiate account, Student
Organziatio.n s receives $4, 700 and
tehre is $3,000 left for the Senate
Workfng Fund.
The lntercolleg-i ate account
provides funds for any _campus group
that competes against other
universities, such as athletes and
cheerleaders Kelley explained.
However, intramural funding is
done through the A&SF reserve.
Kelley said there were 2,000 students
- about one-fifth of the student
body - participating in at least one
intramural sport last year.
Kelley stres~ed that many
intramural athletes were involved in
more than one sport. The total
number of participants last year
added up to 4,130.

Students .rate· staff;
teaching k .e y issue
Students rate the prucess of
instruction, especially humanistic
facets, as the most important teacher
qualifications, reported Dr. David W.
Gu ~ney, assistant professor of
education.
Gurney drew his conclusion from a
survey he conducted last winter to
determine what college students
believe are appropriate bases for
judging the effectiveness of a teacher.
He said the amount of learning is not
the primary student concern.
Gurney said he is continuing to
administer questionnaires to selected

Photo by Bernal Schooley

finish in the Southeast Division of the··
"Pitch-In '76" clean-up campaign.
The $500 scholarship will be given to the: ·
Goldstein Foundation in memory of Dr.
Ernst Goldstein.

classes in an effort to get feedback to
aid formulating teaching techniques
and plans to present his findings to
the Student Evaluation of 1'eaching
Committee organized by Dr. C. B.
Gambrell, vice president of Academic
Affairs.
This university-wide commiteee of
students, faculty and administrators
was formed to revise the present
stu·dent evaluation of faculty criteria.
According. to Gurney, his
questionnaires list 14 criteria
appearing on various faculty
evaluation forms. Students are asked
to rank each criterion accordi~g to its
importance.

He stated there will be more teams
and participants this year, and
present funds are in3ufficient. Last .
year intramurals were budgeted at
$182,084. This year $320,379 has
been earmarked out of the A&SF
budget for intramurals.
Kelley said although the allocation
sounds like a- lot of money, the
intramurals office is stretching dollars
as much as possible.
The Student Organizat_ions
allocation, unlike the other two
categories, are spent by a special
committee outside of the senate,.
Kelley stated. He added that on rare
occasions the senate will take control
of some of those funds · for needed
projects.
The Senate Working Fund, Kelley
said, is where most of the money
comes for projects not related to ·
athletics or student organizations.

than the $35,000 expected. He said ·
Kelley stated that getting funds
more students, taking more· classes,
from -the A&SF .reserve is difficult.
would lead to more funds for student
He said any money, taken from the
use.
reserve must be authorized by FTU
Rolfe Wi!ite, chairman of the
President Charles Millican, as
Senate Organization, Ap9ropriations
compared to other allocations that
and Finance (OAF) committee, ·
require only Vice-President of
mirrored Kelley's thoughts, but had
Student Affairs W. Rex Brown's
some added insights.
signature.
"Funds are quite low, and we must
The student body vice-president ·
discriminate what is viable for the
said _the money is designed to be used
student
body," the chairman said. "If
in case of an emergency, a "buffer"
anyone asks for money; we'll
of sorts. He said the available funds
investigate.,,
in the reserve has been slashed
However, White said there has not
drastically from fast year's reserve.
been a request for senate funds since
Kelley explained the SG's income
mid-July, and his committee has little
is derived from the number of
to do at their meetings relative to
students enroUed in the university
their official function.
and the number .of classes they take.
. White did not know why he has
He said the SG gets $2.14 for every
not been approached for funds. He
quarter hour a student is enrolled.
He said less students were enrolled · said he would like to know, and
hopefully stimulate interest in
. this year than they anticipated, so
possible student programs.
the A&SF reserve will actually be less

The Brothers of the
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Frat.ernity
· Invite 1\11 New and Returning Students to a
St~rts

Start.s 8:30

8:30

Friday
Oct. 8th
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To Be Celebrated in Our House!
3666 J\ristotle live. (see map)
273"-5565

Why botlier to party in a Rented Room When ....
Our parties are held in our house;
Our house is within walking
distance of the campus;
Our -house is full-sized
with a full size dance floor.

Of Course You'll Be Welcome!

XO
Look for Our Sign

~N -
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Forensic science depart-rnent
offers unique opportunity
Some students may be having
trouble choosing between a science
and a pre-law curriculum because of
an elaborate interest in both.
Majoring in forensic science may be
an answer tO' the dile mma, as it
blends the . two studies into a
profession which serves the scientific
need s of the JU Stice system.
FTU, one of the few universities in
the country to offer a degree in
forensic science, and the only state
university, has designed its program
to provide the student- with an
educational background in two
su bsp e cialities; criminalistics and
civilistics.
While the criminalist may work on
physical evidence such as blood,
hail:s, fibers or drug preparations, he
does not study footprints and
fingerprints and is seldomly
associ:ated with law enforcement
agencies.

BILL MCGEE is one of two instructors for FTU's forensic
science program, the only sue~ program in the · state.

The civilist, on the other hand,
investigates - air and water pollution
samp les,
patent
medicine
formulations or faulty eq uipment
suspect of be ing in violation of
consumer protection standard s.
Another important aspect of the
role of a forensic scienctist is his
ability to examine all the known
evidence, and then present his
findings in the courtroom. The
forensic scientists may u se various
scientific tools to exAmine the
physical e vidence,
c hemical,

under new management
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1.. 50 pitchers all night
MENU

*AUCT·I ON*
1941
N.
Hwy. 17-92 Maitland, Fla.
Located at Maitland Flea Market

Sqle Every ·W ednesday Night

7:00
Furniture, Household Items, All Kinds of Merchandise
' You Name lt--We Sell It
'

Dally Sales From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Need Furniture? Come See -Our Selection of Good Used
Merchandise.
Moving? We Buy Furniture or Anything of Value
Phone 339-6416
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and landlubbers
aJikemayfind ·
a leeward haven
here

-•nil tWobedroom

Fri. & Sat, Live Band - featuring

·apartments. °"e
bed...-n townhomers with

IOlly sleeping qmrters

Country-Rock ·
tl~e

TinKanyon

in· some l inch

B~<!_·

Free Draft Beer
with. purchase of a sandwich.

···- ••5•

East Aloma and Hali Road
'tis here you can rest ·
your dinghy ·
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CLIP THIS CO-UPON
expires Oct. 31, 1976 .

678-2221

square Sicill.ian ·Pizza and Ice Cold Beer
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DELTA SIGMA Pl
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pastrami
others·········95c

s-•~1ers
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draft beer .. ..40 ~
canned beer~··55c
pitchers•··-· '2.25
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instrumental,
botanical,
morphological, microscopic,
complex, simple or just common _
sense. But whatever the type of
physical ev idence subm itted, the
forensic scientist uses the tools best
suited to provide the information
necessary to make a valuation for
cou rt presentation.
Currently, 26 studen ts are enrolled
in the forensic scie nce program a t
FTU, which is in its second year of
instruction.
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Senate calls for
preserving .~hurch
The Studen t Senate last Thursday,
passed by acclamation a resolution
calling for the pre servation of the St.
George's Orthodox Church, a
1
controversial issue concerning the
destruction of the church to make
way for the expansion of the Orlando
Public Library.
In other senate legislation, the new
Executive Statutes were sent back to
the Legislative, Judicial and Rules
(UR) Committee, after being vetoed
by Vice-President for Student Affairs
Rex Brown, and the revamped
Finance Code was sent back to the
Organizatio.ns, Appropriations and
Finanqi Committee for review. The
senate also amended the old election
statutes to make them read in
accordance with the Constitution.
Following an emotional plea from
Alfred Popka, the · senator who
introduced the resolution concerning
the St. George's Orthodox (;hurch,
the senate immediately pa~d the
resolution l.)nanimously.
Popka called the tearing down of
the church, officially recognized as
the only historical religious landmark

The
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•
air
Eartlf

sale.
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Women

The Earth®brand
sanda l is unique. The
patented design will
help guide yo4 to walk,
smoothly, easi"ly, and
more comfortably than

~~~~~~· -

Now through
Oct. 16th
Close out on other
selected styles.
Save up to $14.00
while they last.
Orlando Fashion Square

in Orlando , a " needless, sen sele ss
waste and destruction of this
beautiful landmark which history and
the community cries out to be
preserved."
The Executive Statutes were
vetoed by Brown and includ~d what
he said he believed to be acceptable
amend-mcnts to the new statutes. But
Sen. Deb Sammons, who helped
write the bill, opposed Brown's
suggestions, saying it needs to put
more powe.r back to the students, as
it was initially intended to do. The
bill was then sent bacic to· the LJR
committee for further review . .
Th~ . old election statutes were
amended by the senate to give the
senators ru11ning for election more
campaign spending money, $10 over
the old amount of $25, and ch~ging
the amount of votes needed for
election from a plurality to a
majority.

Photo bY Alan Gffsll,.

scholar·s hip based on
and contributions to .
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FULL .HUMAN POTENTIAL?
. TOTAL AWARENESS?

WHAT IS IT?

AN ENLIGHTENMENT SYMPOSIUM WITH DISCUSSION
FEATURING:
DR. ROB E RT FLICK D R.- DANIEL WALTON FARNUM BROWN
Prof. H umanities & Religion

COunseling Psychologist

Sta_te 'Coordinator, TM ·programs

Tuesday, Oct . 12 8 p.m. Board Room-3rd Floor Admin. Bldg.

FACULTY - STUDENTS - PUBLIC INVITED
SPONSORE D b y DEV E LOPMENTAL CENTER - TM STUDY GROUP

The Student Sena-te
controls $800,000
of tuition money.
.

.

That's enough·· r.eason to -vote
in- today's . S~na ·te ele.ct:i~n. ·
Every hour's worth of
tuition you pay includes a
$2.14 Activity and Service
Fee--money used to fund
activities and services for the
student
body,
and
appropriated by the Student
Senate.
That will come to almost
$800,000 paid by the student
body this year.
The fact that you are

paying all that money is a big
enough reason for voting for
the people who spend it.
But there are other
reasons, too. The Senate also
has
such
powers as
confirming or rejecting · the
Student Body President's
appointments, · approving the
registration of student
organizations, amending the

Constitution of the Student
Body and speaking for its
constituents on university
issues affecting students.
It's not often you get the
chance to choose the persons
who make decisions at this
university. Meet the Senate
candidates that are
campaigning to represent
you, and then make
decision of your own.

P olls will be · open today until 4
at the library, snack bar and ~ iosk.

(next to Robinson's)

3399 E. Colonial Dr.,
Or.lando, Fla. 32803
PH . 898-1822
OPEN MON-SAT 10 til 9

I
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Students lose
·i n SG election
Last year during Student
Government electi<;>ns we
were urging students to
vote, and for the most part.,
they seemed to respond to
the SG awareness campaign.
Indeed,
the . 1976 SG
presidential election
resulted in one of the
largest voter turnouts in
FTU's history.
But this year the tables
have turned-not from the
standpoint of voter turnout,
but rather . in terms of
candidate qualification.
What else are we to
attribute the fact that only
eight of 22 senate seats are
opposed and eight seats are
vacant in today's election?
We have heard students
and
FTU clubs and
organizations complain of
mismanc:tgement of Activity
and Service Fees (A&SF).
Yet the yearly SG budget,
totaling over $800,000, is
prepared and adopted by
the student senate and
· senate committees.

And what about those
s enato~s who frequently
miss meetings or. have never
made themselves available
to their constituents? They
may be runlling unopposed.
Such apathy can no
doubt
be linked with
controversies at other state
universities where student
leadership. is
being
questioned.
Weak or
disorganized
student
government at other state
universities may give the
legislature the proof they
need to take away student
control of A&SF allocation.
But given this year's senate.
election response at FTU,
students will have little
reason for complaining.
We
can only
hope
students will again begin to
realize the SG is their only
tangible link with. the
administration and the
State University System and
take a bigger part in its
operation.

Pass the soap Jimmy, Earl needs it
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

In the aftermath of the Earn Butz
con trovcrsy there still arc some
pressing questions on the minds of
the American public. There are those
who are primarily interested in
knowing what the heck he said. Still
others are asking why he said what he
did.
For those of you who are
thoroughly mytisficd by the whole
thing, basically, this is what took
place. Earl Butz was on plane from
the Republican National Convention
headed to California. Pat Bonne,
Sonny Bono and John Dean ( yo,u
remember John were also on the
plane.
Pat Boone asked the secretary why
the Republican party could not
attract more support from the black
community. Butz then made his
classic mistake the line or "joke" that
cost him his job.
As for what he said, no
se If-respecting · publication would
print it. Of course, we may whisper it
to a friend, but the words arc so
offensive that they could "curl your
spme, grow hair on your chest and
subvert the causes of true democracy
in the world ."
Frankly, the joke just isn't funny.
The words arc offensive if they arc
studied. He "st\lted blacks prefer
women with a . certain anatomical
feature, loose fitting shoes and a
warm place to do "a certain biological
function basic to all humans.
Why a sectetary of agriculture, a
man supposedly appointed to this
high degree of national importance

a

and attention, would tell this l<lnd of
a joke to a Christian crooner, an
Italian who can't sing and a man who
broke the biggest scandal in
American history has to be, in short,
the ultimate in political lunacy .

Why
a
secretary of
agriculture ... would tell this kind
of a joke t9 a Christian crooner,
an Italian who .can't sing and a
man who broke the biggest
scandal in American history has
, to be, in short, the ultimate in
political lunacy.

In the farm ·belt states they are
saying, in farmer phraseolog~, "that
ol' Earl stepped in it."
The humor in it (if there is any) is
in who it was said to rather than the
actual words themselves. When Pat
Boone heard it he must have dropped
his cool<les. And telling ethnic jokes
of that nature is not too humorous to
an Italian-American entertainer like
Sonny Bono. not to mention the No.
1 tattle-tale in America, John. Dean.
Earl just had to know or was just
plain stupid not to know that John
Dean was not a casual observer of
Republican
politics at
the
convention, but a reporter for the
Rolling Stone. That was . the kind of
olunder in political terms only
Jimmy Carter knows so well.
Even after Carter's folly a few
weeks ago, it was obvious Butz had
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to go. If Ford had not pressured him
to resign the Carter forces would
have had a silver cannon ball to aim
at
their claims of Republican
insincerity and insensitivity to
minorities. What ever happened to
"ethnic purity?"
Earl, we really are .going to miss
you. You wrel'e one of a kind. You
were "Earl the Pearl" and always will
be. The wheat deals with Russia you
tried to justify by carrying around a
loaf . of ·bread. Your crass or grass
roots languate. wt.ich some took for a
· new rebirth of Trumanistic politics
but who :nost saw as a feeble attempt
at Truman that blanketed his lack of
knowledge and sensitivity with a true
dedication incompetence.
Black people are not aghast by
what the Secretary said. It really
wasn'tnew to them at all. They know
that the Republican party is just as
prejudicial and tokenist as it has
always been. It is but a mere trifle
that Earl made it public.
One would think that the black
c"o mmunity would not bat -an eyelash
if the Republicans alligned their
cause with the KKK. There still
remains a basic distrust in America of
anyone who is not of a fleshtone
persuasion. It isn't going to changy
by laws or Civil Rights movements.
It seems odd that some people
think this will affect the Ford-Carter
race for altruistic glory. Playboy
interviews and foul language have
dominated the media. Voters don't
seem to care much about the SALT
agreements or income tax revision.
Maybe we should just chuck the
whole debate concept and have

Jimmy Carter and Eari"Butz pitted in
a vulgarity contest. Or maybe we are
learning from
the Watergate
transcripts and this year's campaign
that our politicians are only human
and merely reflect the morality and
judgment of its people. In that case
we will miss Earl Butz a lot more
than we know.

uture,--.......
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Reallocation power
may lead to abuse
Editor:
The state university presndents'
·proposal brought before the Board of
Regents to give presidents the power
of unlimited reallocation of vetoed
Activity and/ Service Fees {A&SF)
cou Id effectiv.e ly eliminate part
students play in the A&SF allocation
process.
Presently, state law allows
presidents to veto any line item of
the budget proposed by the student
legislative body and to reallocate
funds from those items to the health
service, intercollegiate athletics or
current bond obligations.
The presidents propose that they
be allowed to reallocate funds from
those vetoed items to any other
activity or service they see fit.
Student Senate's wishes and rewrite
the entire budget . .
Our opposition to this proposal is
natural and justified. Taken to the
extreme, the president would have

the power to disregard .compitely the
Such an amendment in the law
could make a mockery of the voice
the student body should have in
A&SF spending and reduce the
senate's participation in the allocation
process to little more than a
parliamentary exercise.
Students' relationship with
President Millican on A&SF matters
has always been an amicable and fair
one thus we do not consider the
proposal a threat to this student
privilege on this campus at this time.
But other campuses now and FTU in
the future may not have men like
President Millican holding veto power
over A&SF budgets. The amendment
could result in iron-clad control by
university presidents, a situation our

(Continued on page 7)

Ending GI Bill Education benefits
could harm. all-volunteer army
By JOSEPH ABATE
Staff Writer

Congress and President Gerald
Ford on Jan 1 planned to terminate
educational benefits for U.S. armed
services personnel who .entered after
the first of the year. An act that
would have far reaching negative
effects in promoting the U.S. all
volunteer career force and morale of
• U.S. service personnel.
No longer can the Department of
Defense fully justify the concepts of
the "all volunteer armed forces"' on a
basis of truly looking out for the
interests of troops who served versus
those who choose not to serve as
either a regular or reservist.
Certainly, it has cost the taxpayers
billions of dollars through the years
to afford veterans the privileges
concerning GI
educational
opportunities. Yet, is it not fair to
accept these expenditures in
educating our "youth as a matter of

compensating them for the time,
effort and sacrifices they have
expended in their tour of duty as
service personnel throughout the
world? l believe so!
Each year our Congress and
President sees fit to appropriate
billions of dollars for aid to foreign

GI school benefits have certainly
helped to educate millions of
active, retired or reserve
personnel...and has been
definite· asset in moving our
nation forward.
countries. While in many instances ·
such aid can be justified, I believe our
leaders should not shortchange our
own people.
If it is their consensus of opinion
that the all volunteer armed services
concept is to remain in effect, then
every effort must be made by

Congress, and the President to insure
adequate compensation for those
who choose to serve their country for
an extended period of time.
GI school benefits have certainly
helped to educate millions of active,
retired or reserve personnel
throughout the United States and has
been a definite asset in moving our
nation forward.
To ask our youth to spend some of
their most valuable days of their lives
away from their loved ones, parents
or
friends
without proper
compensation would
certainly
destroy the good image of our
country and yinder the enlistement
of highly qualified personnel.
It is impe rative our armed forces
get qualified- personnel to man its
Complex machinery if the· 104 billion
dollars recently budgeted by the
congress is to be wisely spent in the
defense of our country. ·
(Continued on page 7)
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---G. I. benefits-- Work study program funds
main conce_r n for- Baldwin
(Continuedfrompage 6)

NOW is the time the citizens of
factor in judging the r e lative merits
our nation make it known to the
of educational opportunities - it
president, senators and congressmen
should be the will of the people who
that GI school benefits for military
have served their gover'n men tin their
personnel must be continued now
own little way which makes
and in the future.
America the nation that it is.
The best way Gls can be rewarded
Dr. · Kenneth L. Fish e r, FTU
is by offering t-hem an opportunity to
Coordinator of Veteran Affairs, sa id ,
better themselves through the
"In order to ensure the passag~ of
ed u cationa l process. I know, I have
veteran's ed u cational legislation now
attended college at age 53, and I
before the U.S. Senate, I urge each of
know how much it h as helped me
you to contact the two senators from
make a better person of myself.
Florida, voicing your supp_ort of the
We cannot afford any irrational
GI Bill. Historically, the GI Bill has
uridertaking by congress or the
afforded millions of post-war
President, especially during an
veterans educational opportunities
election year, in consideration of
after their sacrifices on behalf of the
-budget re ques ts. Such decisions are · country. If the GI Bill is to be
detrimental to our nation's security
provided for today's veteran, active
and educational processes which
support must be garnered and passe d
decide our future role as a nation of
to our congressional delegation in
the free and the brave.
Washington to ensure a continuation
Politics should . not be the sole
of educational benefits today."

/Con<ino<dkom,,,,.6JA&SF
. students and legislators did not want
then, and, we be lieve, do not want
now.
·
If, in fact, the university presidents
consider the statute too vague to be
workable , then any amendment

1·

.

Staff Writer

I

should clarify the present intent of
the law, not change its intent by
shifting. the balance of discretion.
;Rick Wjilsh
·_student Body President

DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID Donald Baldwih said he
will ask the Health, Education. and Welfare dep~tment for
funds to help support the 200 students involved m the work
study program this year, and the other 60 students on . the
waiting list.

Find A Roommate ~

••• In the ma1ketplace

FTU spent $3.4 million in
financial a id for students last year
and had to borrow another $20,000
from the FTU Student Government
{SG) for Basic Eq ual Opportunity
Gran ts (BEOG).
· Directer of Student Financial Aid
Donald Baldwin said he does not
anticipate borrowing money this
year. The SG loan has been paid back
and this year's financial situation
looks favorable, Baldwin said.
The main concern thys year, adds
Baldwin, is getting enough funds for
the ·college work ·stuqy program.
Presently, 200 students are involved
in work study and 60 acre on the
waiting list.
Bald win said he will ask the
Deparcmtnt of Healtli, Edueati'?n
and Welfare (HEW) for funds for the
work study program in January._The
probability of receiving those funds
"looks favorable" Baldwin said,
Funds available from BEOG have
tripled this year and those for the
Florida Insured Student Loan
program have doubled, reported
Baldwin. "
Students may receive financial aid
through loans, grants, scholarships or
employment by applying at t_h e
student financial aid office in Admin.
282.
.
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What has an ·
automatic transmission, a virtually
indestructible engine, and gives you
up to I48 miles to the gallon?

Stuff it.

The Motobecane''M otorized Bicycle.
I r looks like a cross between a
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rest driYe a Motobecane at:
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Cycle Works
2204 . Edgewate~ ' Dr·:
Orlando, Fla. 32804
305-422..:5552
We also carry a complete line .
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Student body officers
have this recurrent,
haunting dream. It goes
something like this:
On the last day of
Student Senate elections
in the fall (that's today)
they walk around campus
to inspect the ballot
boxes at each polling
place (they're in front of
the snack bar and library
and at the Kiosk, open
unti14 p.m.).
They see that they've
been packed so tightly
with the ballots of ··
thousands of students
eager to have a · say in
choosing those who
represent them in

Student Government that
tlley will have to
mobilize a special Ballot
Box Relief Corps to bind
the ballot boxes' bulging
edges and replace the
worn-out boxes with new
ones.
Th is year, Student
Government wants
to
make boxes chock-full of
ballots more than just a
vision .
That's where you
co-me in. You've seen and

C....sruDE:NT
..,QjGOVE:RNME:NT

heard
the Senate
candidates · campaigning
all week. Today it will
o.nly take a moment to
stop at one of the three
p.o lling places and cast a
vote. . .
Boxes full of ballots
will be more than just
paper. They'll be a sign
that a majority of the
student body--not just a
few
scattered
individuals--are be.hind
those senators who will
act on their behalf.
Find a ballot today.
Make .a decision and
mark it.
Then find a ballot box.
.A nd stuff it.
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-------------------Senate

elections--------__,;.----~------,

(Continued from page I)
College of
Business Administration
CHARLES DE FOOR, lower
division, unopposed
GUINN ROGERS, lower division,
unopposed
JOHN RYAN, lower division,
unopposed
.
MARK DONALDSON and
KATHY GRIFFITH, lower division
. DAVID DINGESS, upper division,
unopposed
ARNOLD LINK, ·upper division,
unoppoees
ROBERT WHITE, upper division,
unopposed
JEFFREY LEHMAN and GREG
. PECK, upper dividion
College of
Education .
TAMMY BERNARD, lower
division, unopposed
LYNNE CARLTON, lower
division, unopposed
One seat in the lower division of
Education is vacant.
JAC-KIE WILLIAMS , upper
division, unopposed
Three seats in the upper division of
Education are vacant.
College of
Engilleering
RONALD JAKUBISIN, lower
division, unopposed
JEFF ROCHE, lower division,
unopposed
One seat in the lower division of
Engineering is vacant.
. DANNY JACKSON, upper
division, unopposed
RAMON LUGO, upper division,

un':f'b~~dLD

F. NIELD,
division, unopposed

JOHN BRINGARDNER and .
DONNA FUTTER, lower division
ROLFT WHITE, upper dividion,
unopposed
JOHN CATTANO, upper division,
unopposed
MARK OMARA, upper division,
unopposed
BILL STETZER, upper division,
running against Joseph Minnigan.
Minnigan:
MAJOR
PROBLEM:
"Comm uni cation, allocation to
activities of general interest, more
programs designed toward the
commuter, campus apathy."
PLATFORM: "I have already
served one year as a senator from
Social Science and during that year
we made some great strides toward
the alleviation of campus apathy. But
much more remains to be done. More
projects like the Child Care Center
need to be done to help alleviate
some of the student's problems.
Studerit Government should also use
its monies to provide more part-time
jobs for the students and to aid them,
along with the Placement Center, in
the findif1.g of off-campus
employment.
Student Government should also
encourage spirit for not only
basketball games, but for other sports
as well, suc;:h as soccer and wrestling.
This could be accomplished by the
use of publicity campaigns, dances
honoring the teams and the awarding
of special awards.
We should also help encourage
on-campus Greek housing, pushing
for the Greek park to be finished as
soon as possible. We should also
explore the possibilities of getting
more convenience businesses to be

upper

BRAND MAN
INVITES YOU
TO VISIT

College of
Social Sciences
ARMANDO
PAYAS
and
PAULINE ENGLAND, lower division
MICHAEL FORGOE and
DAPHNE SEYMOUR, lower division
AR MANDA BARNETT, lower
division, running against Sun shine
Harrington.
· Harrington:
MAJOR PROBLEM: "With any
student government, con:munic,tion
is the main problem, which may lead
to an inability of the organization to
responsibly function. Otherwise, in
order for our Student Senate to be
our government, communication
with the students is imperative."
PLATFORM: "The problem at
FTU is a 'communicable disease.'
Unfortunately for the students, our
legislative body has yet to catch it. It
is my intention to spread this
contagion as much as possible."
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ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
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Bank Americar.d
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BOBBY ALEN, lower dividion,
unopposed
IKE ROSS, lower , division,
unopposed
Two seats in the lower division of
Natural Sciences are vacant.
EFOTATHIOS SPINES, upper
division, unopposed
' ROBERT EASTON, upper
division, unopposed
ROBERT RUTTER, upper
division, unopposed
MAJORIE HARDY, upper
division, unopposed

.R
JEWELRY
E
HANDCRAFTS
p
IHE GOLD RUSH SHOPPE A

s
T

ALFRED POPKO, lower- division,
unopposed
STEVE WILLIAMS, lower
division, unopposed
STACEY BERHE and GEORGE
HOGAN, lower division

-
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in Town!!!
$ 20 for groceries
yesterday, and
I'm out of

by
Personal Growth Groups are epecially designed
environments for reduci11g the risks encountered whtn
changing and moving toward more centered, flowing,
self-sufficient and living life styles. Groups include 8 to 15
persons and meet once each week for aboutctwo hours.
1. COUPLES GROWTH GROUP: A group for committed
partners who want to explore their own interaction.
Participants may work on problems in their relationship or
to-rd the enrichment of communication that is alr.eady
positive. Leader: Dr. Carl Nickeson
2. CONSCIOUSNESS BROWTH GROUP: A group for
persons who ·want to get free from consciousness clouding
emotional programming. Intuitive insight, loving feelings, and
conscious choice increase as we free ourselves from our
automatic emotional rejection of the here and now. The group
is based on Keyes '
HANDBOOK TO HIGHER
CONSCIOUSNESS. Leader: Dr. Dan Walton
3. GESTALT GROWTH GROUP: A group to help you
observe WHAT you do inside yourself and in your behavior;
learn HOW you manipulate your environment into supplying
support; decide WHEN it is appropriate to rely on yourself
without external sµpport. Leader: Or. Carl Nickeson
4. WOMEN'S GROWTH GROUP: A group designed to help you explore who you are and aid in miximizing your potential
as a person. Leader: Dr. Jill Smith - Meetings will be Tuesday
afternoons.

Call or come by for more information on any of
these groups.
The Development Center
Phone 275-2811 .... ·

mill< again.

·

CUZINS DISCOUNT ·BEVE~AGES
10,000 CASES IN STOCK .. . ALL MAJOR BRANDS

GA.SLI

Only 2 traffic lights from FTU Blvd. on 436
~ iu"t north of Aloma
Please call 678-6090

c
:U

College of
General Stu dies

Live Right At_Ga~slight
_

I Will Not Be Undersold!

OEVELOPME"TAL CENTER

c. Sui1& 1:1 ti

College of
Natural Sciences

ANN -BARNES, lower division,
unopposed
CAROL EVANS, lower division,
unopposed
NICK LA NF RIED and HENRY
GREEN, upper division
Green:
MAJOR PROBLEM: "Apathy and
Jack of awareness on the part of our
student ·body is a growing problem
that has vaced our university since its
infancy because of the vast number
of commuter studetns on our
campus. In an official capacity as
student Senator, I intend to work for
programs to stimulate student
interest on ii wider and more
productive scale."
PLATFORM: "l believe the time is
now for students to take a serious
look and interest into the affairs and
problems of Student Government. If
el.ected, 1 promise to be a
representative responsible to
students, and not to the egotistical
whims that go along with the holding
of an office."

FOR

PLUS DEPOSIT

ALL ft RANDS D I SCOUNTED

A~L~z.IT~M;·
894 71 8 2

s2. 99

MO~ 1H~,Rcfs~o9 ;~~O~YSAT

For the Best Deals

FOUR PERSONAL GROWTH GROUPS OFFERED

p~m

College of
Humanities

. 894-0961
Master Charge

Hogan:
MAJOR PROBLEM: "Lack of
awareness by students to what is
going on in the Student Government.
To solve this; is more personal and
media contact with the students.
Which means a lot of hard work by
the senate, media and the students.
PLATFORM: "To end Student
Government policy control by special
interest and minority groups. By
giving the students what they need
and · want as a majority . This is why
I'm seeking office, to give control
back to the majority, not the
minority."
Elections will continue today until
4 p .m. Polling booths are located at
the snack bar and the Kiosk.

ELZY TRUMBO, upper division,
unopposed
GINGER MEAD, upper division,
unopposed
·
One seat in the upper division of
Humanities is vacant.

built near campus for
the
convenience of the dormitory
students and the students living in
the apartments.''
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SPECIAL ·MEAL PL.AN OFFER
8 meal
12 meal
l4 .11eal
19 meal

I -

lh ANllJ Joa. 4

Oct_~-. 11

plan ~-- s1&&.40
plan --- s189.28
plan --- s183.46

plan --- s199.&8

·*tax iacl1dd.
Sig _up now for the meal plan in the ·Administrative
Services Office. 3rd Floor Admin. Bldg .. from 9 a.m.
- 4 p.m. Mon. thru Fri..
·
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FTU debater places fifLh;
tea-rn ranked a-rn~ng top 20
FTU debaters recently scored their best performance
ever at the Early Bird Tournament and were ranked within
the top 20 debate squads in tht; country.
Jeff Butler, coach of the four varsity and two novice
teams, led his top debaters to the tournament held on the
Middle Tennessee State Univer.sity campus.
Barry Ragsdale and Stan Adkins amassed 395 points and
had a 6-2 record until they were beaten in the quarter finals .
by Southwest Louisana, who went on to win the
fournament.
FTU's next highest scoring team, made up of Bill
Newnam and Pat Jerome, lost a 2-1 decision in the
octo-finals. to Wake Forest after winning 400 points with a
5-3 record. Jerome, a veteran debater, placed fifth in the
tournament.

Deadline set
· for collection
of IFC bids

FTU Blood Bank
looks for donors

Larry Vinson and Randy Freeman did not qualify for the
elimination rounds, garnering 360 points and a 5-3 record.
The tournament's debate issue stated that the federal
government should strengthen guarantee of consumer
product safety required of manufacturers. The . case
presented by the FTU teams was that all handguns should
be banned.
Top~cs of othe~ teams included mandatory air bags,
safety In the drug mdustry and banning salt. Debaters have
been preparing for their topics since July 15.
Over 70 teams participated. in the tournament held from
Sept. 29 through Oct. 2, including · universities from
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Texas, Illinois and Wyoming.

Do you ever feel the urge to help
someone but you aren't sure how to
go about it? Th.e FTU Blood Bank
Reserve could be just the answer to
your problem.
Each year, the Central Florida
Blood Bank (CFBB) holds a drive in
the university's name.
Everyone who has not had any
blood diseases or illnesses related to
the blood is eligible to give. There are
no forms · to complete and no waiting
lines.
·
Blood can be given at any time,

FAMILY DRIVING·YOU NUTS?
Drive me here-

All men interested in joining the
Greek System must pick up their bids
Monday at the Student Organization
Lounge between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
No one will be allowed to pledge a
fraternity unless bids are picked up.

-

Dr,iv~~~~er~~

BETTER FOOD MARKET
'

NUTS!

11039 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ONE MILE EAST OF UNION PARK
WE ACCEPT .FOOD COUPONS

GET A MOPED
ByTOMOS

,,---

either when a drive is being held at
the Village Center or at the CFBB.
No blood is at the bank on
campus. It is all kept over at CFBB.
If ever a student needs blood, the
blood bank calls the hospital and asks
them to release the required amount
of blood to that student out of the
FTU bank.
There have always been big
turnouts for the blood drive but
more people are needed. It is free to
any student or faculty member.

:~=:~-

2 speeds, No a-, chateh
or le•en.
138 MI. PER GAL.
No driven

nc-.e:·'beimet; lmpection

Call For Subs

277-8820

or . . . _ requJndl

HONDA OF ORLANDO
1802 ·Edgewater DdTe, Orlando, 32804.

305/841-8641

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
HEWLETT-PACKARD
This ad presented with Student/Faculty l.D~ entitles you to a 4% discount off already
low, competitive prices. We deliver and demonstrate at your home or office-no charge.
OFFICE HOURS: 3:30 to 5:30, M·F, OTHER TIMES BY APPOINTMENT.

INTERNATIONAL CALCULATOR & COMPUTER
Koger Executive Center behind Sears
305/898-0081
999 Woodcock Road, Suite .215,
_Orlando 32803

10 ·% DISCOUNT
OFF OUR WHOLESALE PRICES ON ALL
-PARTS & SERVICE

Open
7 days ·

Mon.-Sat.

Ba.in.-6p.m.
Sunday

9a.m.-3p.m.

with an FTU student. faculty or staff ID card.
Look at these
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RENT-A-BAY
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A .ustralia captivates instructor
By Lillian Simoneaux
Special Writer

of coral ' and we went crazy taking
pictures."
Coral consists of millions of tiny
polyps easily damaged by strong
current, s torms 'a nd man. The Great
Barrier Reef is formed by layers of
decayed corl!l which support new
growth. There are abo ut 340 species
of coral on the reef and their colors
range from greens and browns to
purple, lavender and blue.
The Great Barrier 'Reef is one of
the greatest wonders of the sea for
it's abundance, variety and beauty of
marine life. O'Keefe said he had been
waiting to explore the reef for 10
years. "The number of·creatures you
find living in just a small area of the
reef is just unvelievable." He
describes jumping in ju st 50 yards off
shore and finding a manta ray to

Imagine flying over a luscious blue
sea in a- helicopter, hearing nothing
but the rumbling of the engine and
win-clipping propeller and feeling
strong gusts of fresh sea air. You 'look
below and the shimmer of the sun on
the water glares back like a
snowbank. As it clears, you see
manta rays and sea turtles, you
anticipate being down there with all
the unknown life--diving off the
largest coral reef in the world. It's
probably every divers dream.
That is w h at Dr. M. Timothy
0 'Keefe, associate professor of
communication saw as he approached
the Great Barrier Reef on an
assignment for the Australian Tourist
Commission. He spent two weeks last
summer docume!lting the wonders of
the reef to publicize a divers
conference to be held there next
summer in which the participants will
scuba dive the length of the 1,200
mile reef, . mnning along the east
coast of Australia.
Walt Deas, Australia's number one
underwater photographer and Mrs.
Deas led O~Keefe through the
relatively unexplored depths, staying
above 100 feet. "We dove in an area
where only one person had been
before and we found a 90 foot deep
cave that was filled with glass
minnows," said O'Keefe. "It was a
wall of fish an.d when the camera's
strobe light went off the glare was
like being in a snowstorm. The cave
was so beautiful-the roof was
covered with sponges and soft coral.
Deas found four unidentified species

~~~ ~~~~:nst i~t~vr~~or~~~~~PP~~~:i~

by
While exp loring some of the
surrounding islands, he and his guides
saw a sea eagles nest. It was about
five feet high and had been used by
generations of eagles for over 100
years.
the~;o,~~~r to 0!oll~~~7~~~~~a~i~~e~~
coral for a feature article to be

published in the "International
Divers Guide". which he has edited
the past three years.
The 300 page ,111anual is one of the
most complete of it's kind containing
everything from worldwide diving
facility addresses to scmmptous
recipes such as Sea Urchin Toast Au
Gratin and Broiled Goose Barnacles.
O'Keefe likes the job. "It's great
.

~~~;o~.:~~r::~i;::~~~~~f.:.%!~

DR.. O'KEEFE

said. "I'm getting phone calls from all
over the country."
One project inevitably seems to
lead to another, and as with O'Keefe,
his recent adventure has inspired him
to write a book on coral of the
Atlantic and Caribbean oceans. He .
says it will take about three years,

FAVORS voluntee;·;··""'"'re"'""
gain valuable experience
By Becky Lockhart
Staff Writer

The FTU Volunteer Referral
Service (favors) is ready to assist
student volunteers in finding
practical,learning experiences, a place
to realize personal interests and
opportunities to follow career plans
by serving their community.
The staff of favors believes that
volunteering in a community> agency
con trubu tes to the student's
educational goals in three ways:

-'Jeanie' contest
attracts student
BY ISABEL PITTMAN
Staff Writer

"I dream of Jeanie with the light
brown hair. Born like a vapor on the
summer air."'
So starts a song that owes its origin
to the South and -the South's very
own composer Stephen Foster.
But in his dreams could it be that
Foster could see a "Jeanie" with a
golden voice being sought out in a
memorial to him- in White Springs?
The annual "Jeanie with the Light
Brown Hair" contest will be held
October 8 and 9 at the Stephen
Foster Center on the Suwannee River
in White Springs. A total of 29
talented young women will be
competing for a $2,000 scholarship
to further her education in music.
One "Jeanie" hopeful with
dark-brown hair is FTU student
Catherine Hartsfield.
The 19-year-old soprano· of Winter
Park will be making her second
appearance in the competition. She is
being sponsored by the Grace Note
Music Club of Jacksonville.
Miss Hartsfield started her singing
"career" in elementary school where
she was chosen to do many solos in
school programs. This is when she
realized that her voice was above
average.
She began her voice lessons in the
11th grade at Callahan High School,
Jacksonville. It was at the
encouragement 'of her teacher that
she attended her first "Jeanie"
competition a:s - an observer because
she' was not 18 - the age needed to
compete.
During her freshman year at FTU
she made her first appearance at the
auditions with her 22-year-old
brother, Paul, an FTU graduate,
· accompanying her on the piano.
Having her brother accompany her at
the competition does have its
advantage, espcially in the area of
moral support to help her overcome
tho se on stage jutters.
The duo will make their second
appearance
at
thi s year's
competition, hoping to bring home
the prize.
Although Miss Hartsfield would
like to perform professionally and
sing in large church choirs she doc;;
not see herself and her brother as
being another Karen and Richard
Carpenter.

swim · with. "It was unvelievable,"
said "O'Keefe. "It was like having a
paid model. H e would roll the way I
wanted him to and let me get within .
three feet of him-that was terrific."
There were relatively few dangers
diving near the reef, aside from being
cogn izant of stinging creatures and
where they live, O'Keefe said. He
occasionally had to move forward on

MS. HARTSFIELD

le arning experiences, career
objectives and personal growth.'
Students get to observe
professional staff members at the
agency involved in a particular skill
or on-going program activities.
Students receive pre-job or on-the-job
training in their agency, which may
involve a combination of interviews,
workshops and orientation sessions
or series of 1.e.ctures. Many times
students have the opportunity to give
input or participate in planning the
agency's program. Often, agencies
request evaluations from their
student volunteers. Students may
work as assistants, team members or
aids to regular agency staff.
Students are able to learn from
their volunteer experience the career
area they arc interested in and
observe and experience the daily
agency routines and procedures.
Volunteers can evaluate for
t .h emse!ves the job roles and
responsibilities of agency staff,
experiencing the challenges and
frustrations in the job situation, and
gaining valuable job contacts and
fu tare references.
·
Students interact with co-workers
at the agency as part of a team and
learn cooperation and consideration.
Volunteers soon realize they are an
important and valuable supplement
to the agency's staff, engaging in
one-to-one relationships with staff
and clients of the agency, where .
communication skills are devek>ped.
Students learn how to take
responsibility for a given task
without being held totally
responsible as a staff member would
be in the agency.

'Emigrants' film sequel
opens tonight in VCAR·
"The New Land", a saga of
Swedish pioneers in 19th century
America and sequal to last week's
film, "The Emigrants", will be shown
tonight and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. in
the Village Center Assembly Room.
Conceived along traditional lines
of cowboys and Indians, it is a
western from the novels of Swedish
author Vilhelm M.oberg. The film
continues ' the story of the great
Swedish emigration to America in the
middle of the 19th century when a
million men, women and chfldren
braved the unknown to make a new
home in the "new land" across the
sea.

"The New Land" depicts vravery
and he(oic efforts of the emigrants
who left their mark on the
midwcstern heartland.
Admission is free to students with
ID cards and $I for the general
public.

Bring this ad for

DISCOUNT
on goo<.I used·& new clothing

"FROM ME TO YOU"
646 W. Colonial Dr.
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Former

CIA chief
to speak
William E. Colby, former director
of the Central lntelligency Agency
(CIA), will hold a lecture entitled
"Intelligence Out of the Shadows,"
Oct. 21 at 8:30 p.rn. in the Village
Center Assembly Room (VCAR).
As director of the CIA Colby
emerged as a pivotal influence on
American foreign policy and was
described by one prominent senator
as "the epitome of the covert man"
during his career. ·
Colby faced one of the most
difficult and sensitive tasks in
government:
to maintain the
effectiveness of the CIA during a
time of growing public concern over
the agencies secret operations. While
director, Colby began allowing
jo u ma lists in to the un ti! then super
secret headquarters in Langley, Va.
But former director Colby is frank in
his concern that the intelligence
service's effectiveness may be eroded
by the publicity given some of the
CIA's covert operations. According
to Colby, "It may have done some
things in the past which were either
mistaken or wrong. But the CIA
today is ' the best intelligence service
in the world ... It is the envy of
foreign nations. ... 1 think we need
good intelligence. I think we have got
it and 1 think it should continu·e ."

11icl1oli'
allet..1

4~5-2211

· A MOUNTAIN SHOP IN FLORIDA??
YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT! .!
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Volunteers for the program am
"walk-ins" or academic options.
Academic option students come from
sociology classes, doing volunteer
work instead of writing a term paper
(or other assigned work). This
quarter about 80 sutdents chose
academic option.
About 75 students are "walk-ins"
who work in three month cycles.
Volunteers are interviewed about
what kind of work they have in mind
and how much time they want to
give. Student desires arc matched by
the favors with one of 130 agencies.
Chairman of favors, Bob Martines,
expects the volunteers to put in
about 1,500 man hours this quarter.
The volunteer experiences are
divided into four areas: education,
social, you th and hcalt!i.
The area of education includes
tutoring, adult literacy, pre-school
en rich mcnt, day-care, learning
disabilities, and special education.
Christian Wilson is in charge of
social work. Her area involves
counseling, phone referral, suicide
prevention, family· planning, adult
parole and probation, ecology,
consumer protection, cultural
services and law.
In the area of you th, headed by
Joann Goater, is counseling,
recreation, juvenile corrections,
half-way house, .run-a-ways, alcohol
and drug abuse, truancy, deliqucncy,
girl and boy scouting, and camping.
Doris Davis is in charge of health
age1"'cies. Her area is aging, blind,
mental health, mental retardation
and physically handicapped.

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS

ROCK•DISCO
THE LARGEST LIGHTED
DANCE FLOOR
IN THE SOVTHEASTJ

TUESDAY NIGHTS:
FREE ADMISSION
WITH COLLEGE ID'S.
70Wl;STAMELIA AVENUE AT 1-4
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

Library exhibits facilities
available to students By Melinda Hoppe
Staff Writer

For the · next month the FTU Library will have a
comprehensive exhibit in the lobby to acquaint people
with the available library facilities.
.
Ms. Dorothy Kannon, coordinator of Graphics and
Instructional Media departments, and Laurie Hodge, a
reference librarian, have · designed an attractive and
informative.exhibit.
On a tour of the exhibit, Ms. Kannon explained, "This is
for all students and faculty. There was a major shifting and
changing in the library over the summer months. This
exhibit will help everyone new and · old alike get their
1;>earings with the new arrangements."
There is a special display for a"ll four floors of the
building, with a floor plan for each display.
Inside the ·north entrance to the lobby there is a pictorial
synopsis of man's communications systems from 15,000
B.C. to 1900.

Also at the first dispiay are samples of bibliographies aii.d
cuirent awareness lists. Ms. Kannon explained, "The
awareness lists have been very popular in the past and it's
possible to special order individual copies." One of the
most popular was a paper on solar energy.
One particularly informative displ~y located in the
middle of the exhibit is a complete diagram on how to put
a term paper together. This is highly valuable knowledge for
the novice student, the student who has been unsure of
himself previously and the professor who can send his
students to look at the guidelines. The display includes how
to use documents, abstracts, vertical files and the (correct)
way to style to cover sheet.
One large display case on the third floor holds
newspapers and periodicals. Ms. Hodge said there are
microfilm copies of four newspapers dating back at least
100 years. Current copies of the Orlando paper are keps for
two months. Also on the third floor is a browsing collection
where current novels are kept.

A short distance away is one of the most interesting
displays a facimile of the Rosetta Stone. The Rosetta
Stone, which unlocked the secrets of ancient language to
modern man, is shown in comparison to the microfiche
reader, a machine that enables the student to read
microfilm.

Another show case draws attention to the permanent
display in the administrative offices on the fourth floor
where a special collection of Carribbean Art is kept.

Inside the south entrance of the Library, . there is a
manikin wearing a bright orange tee-shirt with the epitaph
"Librarians Are Novel Lovers" emblazoned across it. Ms.
Hodge laughingly noted the short and then mentioned that
the librarians really are there to help people fiiid books and
solve problems with research. She sai~. "Many people are
reluctant to ask for help."

· o,.; large screens are very attractive abtracts of (amous
people with some of their most famous quotations. Ms.
Kannon said, "I like this part of the exhibit because many
young people· come to college not knowing what they want.
Reading these inspires you to find the best of yourself."

TM study group plans
series of symposiums
In an effort to expand the present
transcendental meditation (TM)
program at FTU the TM study group,
coordinated by Barry Wilson and
sponsored by the Development.<il
Center, will hold its first symposium
Tuesday at 8
p.m . in the
Administration Building.
En ti tied
''Enlightenment
Symposium" this is the first in an
expected series of symposiums to be
sponsored quarterly by the study
group.
Featured speakers for this
symposium are Dr. Robert Flick,
chairman of the ·Humanities
Department; Dr. Daniel_ Walton,
assistant
director
of the ·
Developmental Center and Farnum
Brown, state coordinator for the
International Meditation Society.
According to Wilson, a graduate
student at FTU, each speaker will
consider the nature ·o f full human
potential or enlightenment within the
framework of their areas of expertise.
The TM study group led by Dr.
Carl Nickeson, a clinical psychologist
at the center, is a student
organization open· to faculty and
staff for the purpose of making .

Open Mon. "!'hru Fri.
7:30 a.m. • 1 :30p.m.

Special This Week

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Limit one per customer.

THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for y o ur up-to-date,
192-page, mail order c atalog.

This coupon

The symposium will be held in the
regency board room located on the
thir_d floor and is open to all
students, faculty and friends
interested in attending.
· For more information about the
study group, call Wilson at the
Transcendental Meditation Center
(645-5049) or at home at 425-9643.
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information available . about the
transcendental meditation program
on campus as well as· follow-up
programs for those already practicing
the TM technique.
·

HAVE
YOUR PERSONAL AIRLINE

SPECIAL

DONNA RIAZZI AND JANET HAS SPECULATED on
the developments that brought man fro.m the ancient
Rosetta stone to the Microfiche machine in current library
exhibit.

That seems to be an apt su·mmation of the feeling of the
project.
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
8 a .m.-I I p.m.
9 a .m.-4 p.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
2 p.m.-11 p .m.
5 p.m.-11 p .m.

SG 211
VCPatio
ENGR I38
Multipurpose
VCAR

. SATURDAY, OCT. 9
Placement
. Student Government
Soccer

9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Nocin-3 p.m.
. 2p.m.

VCPatio
SG 200
Tampa

SUNDAY,OCT. 10
ZTA
Fihn
TJ(E

4:30 p .m.
5 p.m.-11 p .m.
6 p.m.-9 :30 p .m.

Speaker
VC High tower
Delta Sigma Theta
Black Student Union
VC Favors
Student Government
Lambda Chi Alpha
Beginning Photo Class
TYES

& a.m.- I 1 p.m.
9 a .m.-10 a.m.
Noon-1 p .m.
·3 p.m.-4 p.m.
11 a.m. -noon
11 a.m.-noon
Noon-1 p .m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
2 p .m. -3 p .m.
4 p .m.-5 p .m.
7 p .m .-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-11 p.m.

Mul~ipurpose

SG 211
ENGR 13&
. VCAR
VC200
GCB 226
VCAR "A"
VC200
VC200
ENGR 109
vc 212 , 214
Stud. Org. Lg.

TUESDAY, OCT. I2
National Association of
Social Workers
SG Mass Mail Out
Overeat!'rS Anonymous
Panhe llenic
F uture Marketers Club
Alpha Tau_ Omega
Inter Fraternity Council
So ccer
Pegasu s Pedalers
Peagsus Pilots
Karate
Yoga
Photography
Photography

8 a .m .-4: 30 p .m.

'Tm pleased with the opportunity
they gave me to become an officer,"
said Richard Donalson, the first black
to be graduated from FTU's Air
Force ROTC program.
Donalson, 27, graduat~d in June
with a bachelor of science degree in
Public Administration and will be
commissioned a Second Lieutenant
in six months when he begins his first
assignment in Denver, Colo .
In ~olorado, Donalson will begin
specialized training in Air Intelligence
at Lowry Aor Force Bas!',
assignment he admits knowing little
about at the present, but explains
that, "It is far more complex than air
control work and restricted to a
smaller number of Air Force
personnel"
·
Donalson is a quiet mannered man
of stocky build who wears his hair in
the "Afro" style, but cut close to his
head. Becoming an officer in the Air
Force has been an ambition of
· Donalson' s for years.
"I was · in the Air Force as an
enlisted man for five-and-one-half
years before entering · FTU," said
Donalson. He attempted to enter the
officer program then but was unable
to . It was during this 'initial
.enlistment however, that he attended
the University of Hawaii completing
almost one year of under-grad uate
work.
A f.ter leaving the Air Force
Donalson transferred to Florida
Community College in Melbourne
and subsequently enco untered a
recruiter who encouraged him to
attend the summer camp for ROTC
t raining between his sophomore and
ju nior yrea. He then completed the
officer training program at FTU.
Donalson is obligated to four years
active d uty in the Air Force and two
years inactive as a member of the
reserve, on call if needed.
The Air Force was pushing for
more minority representation when I
entered," said Donalson, "but 1

doube my being black had anything
to do with my success in completing
the program."
Donalson said h e noticed no
preferential treatment f rom
professors, advisors or students while
he attended the university. "They
treated . me fairly ," he said. "If
everyone is given the chance to
improve themselves, they have .no
one to blame but themselves if they
fail"
Donalson says he would encourage

oth er black students to enter the
ROTC program at FTU, if they are
qualified, and credits him se lf with
enco ur aging one friend, Keith
Green wade·, a senior majoring
iCriminal Ju stice, to enter ROTC.
What lies ahead if Donalson
decides not to make the military a
career? "Oh I might attend law
school if the ·opportunity presents
itself, but I'll probably work with the
federal government in some
capacity."

an

Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR

MONDAY, OCT. 11
SG Mass Mail-Out
Campus Ministry

Arla Filko
Asso·ciate Editor

FRIDAY, OCT. 8
SG Mass Mail-Out
Placement
Campus Ministry
Sigma Alpha Iota
Film

First black graduates
from AFROT.C pr~grant

. VCAR
SG 211

8 a.m.-11 p.m.
11 a.m.-I2:30 p.m.
11 a.m .-noon
n oon-I p.m.
noon-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

GCB 103
vc 214
VC200
Soccer F ie ld

4 p .m.-5 p.m.
6 p .m.-9 p.m.
6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.

Stud. Org. Lg.
LIB 246
Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
vc 214
vc 212

vc 200
vc 2I4

!/_R. C. HILL'S
~-·
KAWASAKI
150 miles
per gallon,
. no license
or helmet needed.

Look what's new
on your block.
It's not a bicycle; not a motorcycle. It's more popular in
the world than these. It's a Garelli motorized bicycle.

3407.. W. Colonial
Orlando
299-9191

998 E. Semoran
Casselberry
834-1432

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13
SG Mass Mail Out
Campus Ministry
Graduate Studies
Committee
Film
Hair Care

8 a.m.-11 p.m .
9 a.m. -10 a.m.
4 p .m.-5 p.m .

vc 211
ENGR 338
GCB 102

5 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-8 p.m.

VCAR
VC200

the· marketplace
tfor salel

lhelp wantedl

THURSDAY, 0Ch-I4
SG Mass Mail Out
Campus Ministry
lntramurals
Student Accounting
Society
Pre-Professional
Medical Society
Phi Chi Theta
Young Republicans
Meet the Candidates
Yoga
. Girl Scouts
Fencing Club
Ceramics,
Leathercraft
Karate
Pi Kappa Alpha
Little Sisters
Photography
Photography
FTU Christian
Fellowship

ACREAGE-OVIEDO
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
n oon-I p.m.
noon-I p.m.

VC211
ADMIN 114
VC 2I4
GCB 224

Estate. Wooded. Needed 3 or 4
more persons who want · 5 or 6
acres at $20.00 per acre. Total
acreage i s 35. Not a syndicate.
Each buyer gets his own acreage.
Tom Risher Reg . Real Estate
BK. 365-5654.

noon-! p.m .

ENGR 336

noon-I p.m.
I2:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
I p.m.-2:30 p.m .
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
4 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

GCB 115, 116
ENGR I08
VCAR
Stud. Org. Lg .
VC 211, 2I4
VCAR "A"
VCAR

6 p ._m.-7:30 p .m .
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
7 p.m.-7:30 p .m.

Multipurpose
GCB I02
VC 214

Beautiful 4 bedroom home in
Garden Grove Oviedo. Screened
patio. Dining Room. $54,900.,
financing
availab l e.
D.
Knickerbocker Assoc. 365-5654
Tom Risher Reg. Real Estate
Broker.

7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

VC2I4
Dorm B

76 Suzuki. GT500. EC.
40.00 miles. 859-8268.

L.oolclng for a part-time /ob?

The Future has one
made iust for you.

We are looking for a
person to help In the
distribution of pa_pers.
·If this iob appeals to you.
give us a call at 275-2865.
Or come visit o'.u r office
in the Art Complex

Church
Youth
Director,
IO
hours,
$50 . .,.295=6723
or
293-5369. Part-ti me ware house
work. Monday-Friday, 1 p .m .-5
p.m., $2.50 hr. Ph . 671-0541.
Ask for Kurt between 4&9.

BUILDERS HURTING .

Only

72 18' Tryhu II fiberglass boat.
5.5 hp. Chrysler elec. star1 with
gen. full canvas's, 2-6 gal. tanks,
magic tilt certified trailer, I3"
wheels, 6 life jackets, coast
guard equipped. Call 898- 7068
after 4 p.m. Excel. cond. asking
$1,800.00.
1969 AMC Ambassador V-8,
two-·door,
automatic
shift,
power steering & brakes, a/c,
heater, radio , adjustable steering
wheel, reclining ~at. $500.00.
Call
2691
Mrs.
Cole,
or
647-3915 after 5 : 30 p.m.
For Sale:
Hand silkscreened
Jtmmy Carter T-Shirts for sale.
Sizes available: small, medium,
& large. $4.00 each. If interested
call
277-5579.
Vote
Carter
President.

(for 1ent9
Naik to school. Modern 2-3
~drm . apt. fully furnished with
jishwasher,
heat, · air
::onditioned. 12151 D ioqenes or
12095 Descarte. Call 277-4860
after 5:30 p.m. or call collect
321-0014, 6-9 a.m. or 5-11 p.m.
from $125.

Ty p i st-·Ex per i encec.J
in
phases of work. I BM Selec .
for l?rofessional resu lts. Pap 1> r
suppl ied. On campus until noor
P)ea se call Su sie W eiss after 1:00
at 678-3481.
.
Will

type

all

materials.

Term

~~~~;~ ~:c . Paper supplied. Call

6

IPersonall
Art Department seeks students
for clothed Modling in Life
Drawing Class, $2.45 an hour.
Plt;!ase call 275-2676.

tservlcesl
Hike the Appalachian Trail in
the Great Smokey Mountains at
Christmas! Newfound Gap Dec.
13 to Fontana Dam Dec. 18.
Expert
guidance
and
preparation. · Call
OUTDOOR
AD V E N T U · R ES
0 F
GAINESVILLE · collect
at
904-375-8160 between 2-5 pm
M- F for more information.

Do I LOVE her/him? Is it "just
SEX?" Should I -choose my
WORK? Or let it choose me?
Counseling based on Chirology
{Psychology
of
the
hand).
Emotional, Career Orientation.
Phone Mon., Wed., Fri eves:-;
WEEKENDS. 841- 6089. _
· Keypunch Training Prepare
for
a
good
job
in
Data
Proce.ssing. Individual training.
Complete
course
$95.
Call
645-0579 for info.

MEN! -- WOMEN!

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
ACADEMIC RESEARCH PAPERS. Summer job or career. Send
$3 . 00
for
information .
Thousands on file . Send $1.00
SEAFAX, Dept. C - 15 1;3ox 2049,
for your 192-page, mail order
Port
Angeles,
Washington
catalog.
11322
Idaho
Ave.,
98362.
206H,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
90025. {213) 477-8474.
RESEARCH PAPERS our
catalog allows yo.u quick access
to 5000 quality research studies,
a
virtual
library
at
your
fingertips. Send $1 {for mailing)
to PACIFIC RESEARCH, Suite
5, 5220 Roosevelt Way NE.,
Seattle, WA 98105.
Tutoring
available
in
the
following
subjects:
General
Chemistry ,
Biochemistry,
General Ecology, and Organix
Chemistry. Need some help?
Very reasonable ~ates. Call Mike
277-5579.

Earn extra income and gain
practical experience in the world
of business thru AMWAY full or
part time. Call for appointment
855-4816.
STUDENTS, earn while you
learn. Part-time contact work
affords
extra
income.
For
appointment call 275-1283.
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Student poll:

FTU NIGHT

Students not enthusiastic
about free flu vaccinations
By JODY GOMEZ
and
CARRIE HUNTING
Special Writers

In a recent survey taken randomly
of 50 students at FTU 56 per cent
indicated they would not receive the
free Swine F lu vaccine, which will be
offered at the Student Health Center
later this month.
·
The majority of the students
polle_d do not take the massive
vaccination program seriously,
a lthough many experts fee l the Swine
Flu .could reach epidemic proportions
this winter.
Selene Rozansky , a, freshman
majoring in business administration,
based her decision on the fact that,
" I was an Army brat. After being in
the military I feel that half the shots
the American people get are
unnecessary." She also wondered
what kind of medical attention each
recipient would receive after the
shot.
Freshman communication major,
Alicia Nittiskie , said, "I don't believe
Ws been te~ted enough" and added ,
"It's not the kind of cure scientists

were really looking for."
ROTC instructor, Vincient Nicosia
confirmed this. "I don't trust it.
There are too many problems with
the program. Information should be
researched more thoroughly and
published in a manner more
understandable to the general public.
Sophomore Lori Comish, a biology
major, was adv ised by her doctor not
to get the shot and she is cer tain that
"this is a low risk area" for
contracting the Swine Flu.
Ralph Bemos, 30, a junior
majoring in industrial engineering is
confident his age will exclude him
froni catching the flu. While in
contra~t, freshman Mike Ragan a
Biology major, said it is ve ry rare for
young people to get it.
Juniors Kirk Kaneer an economics
major, and Karen Mead in business
administration, admit they just hate
shots. Freshman Jim Richardson
generously offered his opinion, "I'm
a great humanitarian and I'll let
somebody else have mine."
According to ·Mark DesRosiers a
sei:iior in general studies, "If I'm
gomg to get it, I'm going to get it.
Why waste a shot on me?"
.

HAVE A DRINK ON. US.

FREE
entitles
to one
with't he purchase
I

Limit one

Redeemable at
Mon., _O ct. 11th -

~imiiiiiiiiiii:illit

Being · seen around The FTU Campus these days worn around student's
necks is an unusual Amulet featuring ten gold plated concentric copper
rings delicately impressed on a circular disc.
Inquiries as to its ori9.in and purpose (1f any) brought the following

responses from those students interviewed:
"I was told it would make me more percep~ive . . . more interesting to
talk to when I wore it. I bought one to satisfy my curiosity and wore
it to a class meeting. INterestingly enough, I felt myself imbued with
a strange, warm, open feeling I had never experienced before. It' s
super!"
"'I heard this Amulet derives its power from the pyramids and
supposedly makes one more understanding of feeling of others, mor.e
secuaUy aware. My girl friend and I dei:lded to try it to see if it
would help our deteriorating realtionship. I don't know if it's the
Amutet ... atl we know is something hetped our relationship."
"I Uke to fancy myself as a connoisseur of wlnes .•. with a beer
pocketbook. The maker of this Amulet claimed it would Improve the
flavor of beverages. As a lark, I tried it with a cheap ~bottle of Brandy
by placing it over the Amulet for one week. I'll tell you one thing, it
sure tasted like a better grade of Brande . .. yet I still don't know how
It does it."
.. I am a chain smoker and the cigarette flavor was starting to get to
me. I was tote that after treating my cigarettes with the Aniutet, it's
flavor and aroma would lose harshness. I tried it and was amazed at
the results."
These and similar results were echoed bY other students across the
campus wearing this Amulet.
·
What is the· strange Amulet and how does it project its strange and
almost mystical powers? our interview with the head scientist at PK
Antenna, Inc., its manufacturoe, resulted in the following information:
0
The Amulet's circular pattern design acts as a lens to focus Bio-Energy
upon a given subject. People and living things tend to be Bio-Electric in
nature. When you are wearing the Amulet there is an enhancement of
your capabilities or senses from the Bio or Cosmic-Energy within your
environment. This Bio-Energy makes you feel better, be more
perceptive, allows you to meditate more easily, enhances your taste and
increases your sexual awareness. The Amulet action Is best explained by
comparing its performance with that of an antenna that is on a
television or radio set. AH antenna provide electronic devices with
increased or enhanced capability of receiving information energy or
waves from the environment. Neither the antenna nor the Amulet use
any internal power but each in its own fashion direct and focus energy.
This Amulet will focus and direct Bi.o -Energy to you and give you
enhanced sensitivities. If one has doubts that the Amulet is performing,
use It to keep your double edge razor blades sharp by keeping the blade
(aligned North-South) on the Amulet after shaving each day. (NOTE:
The author · has used the same Wiikinson Sword blade for the last three
1

Students were also concerned with
-the vaccine's after effects, which are
not understood by some people. The
shot actually injects a small portion
of the flu into the person, eno ugh to
make one immune to a larger case.
With even a minor flue irijection,
however, there wili be a few
symptoms or after-effects. Just how
serious they are may vary with each
individual
T en of the 50 su£Veyed rem ain
undecided but will soon be faced
with a decision as the Swine F lu.
vaccine · has now arrived in
ORLANDO AND WILL BE MADE
AVAILABLE TO FTU students
without charge at the campus health
center. Almost half of those surveyed
were not· even aware of the
inoculations would be . performed on
campus.
"If it's available and reee, why
not?" was the most positive response.
Only 12 of the 50 students had
already decide d they would be in line
for thy injection.
As Ron Harris, a freshman in
general studies, stated, "It is free and
it's a P.recaution."

2 FREE
DRINKS

with Student l.D. Card
Thurs., Oct. 14, 1976

only

Location 401 Hwy. 436,
Casselberry

bis

~dad~S

The Teachings of Jose Cuervo:

''How to get
the juices
flowing!'
The best way to get the juices fl.owing is to get
plugged into the best tequila. Jose Cuervo White.
Because Jose Cuervo is the premium white tequila.
And it has been since the first day it was made in 1795.
Then the rest is simple: Just get plugged into the
best juices. Take orange juice, for example. Or grapefruit, or pineapple . Or whatever.

5

mon:p~~~ !r~ti~y ';.":::·!ntrigued by this Bio-Energy phenomena and wish
to challenge lb cosmic effects, you may purchase yours from the FTU
CAMPUS BOOK STORE, Orange Tree Fashions and Gifts; Woolco
Center, Lee Rd., or from PK Antenna Inc., P.O~ Box 1514, Maitland,
Florida for $9.95 postage prepaid. Each Amulet comes In an attractive
gift package complete with an Instruction Book in English and Spanish.
JOSE CUERVO" TEQUILA. 80 PROOF. IMP'ORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1976 HEUBLEIN. INC.• HARTFORD, CONN.
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Finish week

at 1-1

Hooters ·tO ·face S. Fla.
By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor
saves; The FTU onslaught proved too
much for the young goalie and FTU
FTU's soccer fortunes seemed to
won 4-1.
tum a little sour by virtue of a 2-0
. Rudy revealed later that Cervantes
loss to Eckerd College last Friday. ffaished the game with a broken
However those fortunes were quickly
wrist.
reversed when the FTU boaters
Rudy added that tactics proved to
whipped the University of"Chicago at
be the winning edge for the Knights.
Illinois Circle, 4-1.
"We knew that they were weak in the
Buoyed by their go_od performance
air and that they couldn't head the
Sunday, -the 7-1 ·":\load Gang" plays
ball. The tactics really worked for us
probably its biggest and toughest
today."
Page 14-0ct. 8, 1976 ·
game tomorrow in Tampa when they
The next home game for the
take on the University of South
Knights
will
be
Tuesday
afternoon
Florida at 2 p.m.
when they take on Florida Institute
Jim Rudy, FTU soccer coach, said
of Technology at 3: 30.
his athletes know from last year that
South Florida will be r9ugh.
According to Rudy, the · Brahman'.s
are extremely big and excruciatingly
physical "They went out 'there
anjust rhouroughJy· humiliated us
last year so we know what to
expect," said Rudy.
William & Mary
0
FTUl
The loss to Eckerd in St. Pete last
P~oto by Be~n-at Schoote)ll
Campbell College
2
FTU4
week to Rudy was not as bad as it
UNC at Wilmington 1
FTU2
seemed. First- it taught the boaters
CHARLIE
"BOOM-BOOM"
CAMPBELL
gets his foot into
- that they indee,d are human. Rudy
FTU 4 - Stetson
0
the ball just before an unidentifi~d Chicago Circle player
also said that on the trip to lampa he
Flagler
0
FTtJ 5
will try · to keep the squad on the
could. get to it. Campbell later ·scored on a penalty kick that
Eckerd
2
FTUO
regular eating schedule-something he
proved to be the winning goal putting GTU ahead 2 -0. FTU
· FTU4
U. of Ill./Chicago
1
did not do last week.
·
took
control of the game and went on to defeat the Chicas
. In the loss to Eckerd the Knights
4-1.
.
played the dominant role in the game
and surely seemed to be the better
.team. They were unable; however, to
penetrate the goal. Rudy said,
"Eckerd didn't see the ball for the
first 20 minutes. .. they had no skill to
control the ball. The.y just used quick
Rounding out the nucleus of the team is Clark's son, Bo. In his freshman
By RICHARD NELSON .
counter attacis with Jong passes
year, Bo was second in team scoring only to Bennie Shaw. This year Bo will help
Sports Writer
downfield" ·
share the scoring duties with Prather.
·
Eckerd manage<:J two goals in the
As the new FTU basketball season approaches, Coach "Torchy" Clark must
"I would say our team is going to hinge on Uiose four players, who are all
last five minutes and staved off two
build with sage a mixture of veterans and untested talent.
very, very small," Clark said. "Now, some big guy is really going to have to
good shots by FTU that just missed.
Clark will send his cagers against such unfriendly Sunshine Stat~ Conference
come through and really get the job done for us."
·
One by Randy -DeShield hit right on
powers as Florida Southern, Biscayne, Rollins and St. Leo.
The "big guy" Clark needs could be Pete Krull, a 6-7 freshman, who is big,
the line.
Clark said St. Leo could be the sleeper of the league with all of their starters ye·t inexperienced. Clark says of Krull, "Pet's only a freshman and it's going to
Rudy was really pleased with the
returning from last year's squad. Clark said he is always fearful of Florida be hard for a freshman to jump in and play with the schedule we're playing."
win over the Chicas· of Illinois. "We
Southern. "Florida Southern was ranked number one in the country last year,
Another potential' big man for Clark would · be Bill Nofke, another 6-.7
just had a super team effort today,"
skyscraper, who is a transfer student. But like Krull, Nofke's talents are limited"
so somebody in the league docs have to finish in fourth place," Clark stated.
said Rudy.
Clark admitted that this year has been a poor recruiting year for the Knights,
by his experience. His potential cannot be accurately measured until season play
FTU got their goals and solid play
which could be attributed to the Jack of a gym. Interested prospects shied away begins.
.·
·
·
from ·what Rudy calls "the quiet
from the gypsy-like basketball program, joining more stable collegiate powers
Can a combination of experienced outside threats like Bo Clark and Jerry
;:;uys." He singled out Walt Cordell,
instead.
Prather blend in smoothly with the untested talents of frontcourt inen Pete
v,ho scored the first goal for FTU on
Not only Jias FTU's basketball recruiting forces suffered through a drought, Krull and Bill Nofke?
a tough angle kicl~ that scooted under
but players from last year either graduated or left outright.
Coach Clark thinks it could, but he is realistic about it. "We could be 1-6 by
goalie Jose Cervcntes. "Walt Cordell
"We really got kind of wiped out this year," said Clark, "heavier than we Christmas time," he said.·
pl;iyed his best game every-by far,"
thought we would because qf Paul Callaway going to Rollins and David Lewis,
However, Clark has one _thing going for him that could. prove to be an
said Rudy.
our starting center, leaving, and Gary Elder left because he was homesick."
intangible edge an excellent track record.
·
.
The other "quiet guys"
This. year's edition of the FTU cagers will be small but quick with a
. "We've had seven winning seasons since I've been here; I'm real proud of our
Charlie Campbell, Doug Dyer and
run-and-gun offense that has become the trademark of Clark-coached teams. program, but it does have a little gypsy connected with it. It's hard to crank the
Paul Nuzum scored goals. The
Much of the new season pressure will fall on the returning lettermen from last kids up all the time and it's v.ery tiring job on our athletes to travel around,"
defense of freshman David Hamel
year's conference champions.
Clark said.
·
~
also proved to be valuable in shutting
Perhaps the. most pressure _will fall on Jerry Prather, a 6-3 spark plug, who has
Clark's record is incredible when one realizes the Knights won't have a l-''
off a quick yet undisciplined Illinois
the. uncnviousjob of replacing Bennie Shaw. Clark said Prather must pick up the gym until Jan. 15.
attack.
scoring slack l9st with Shaw's leaving of the team. "I expect a lot out of Prather
Clark said~ "We've been in 11 different gyms since I've been here and we
Their -lone goal came from Mike
this year," he said.
practice Saturday and Sunday morinings. It is really an unusual b;,_sketball
Allhausen .at 24 minutes into the
..
For an¥ team to win consistently, it needs someone to provide leadership. program."
·
·
second half after two earlier shots hit
For the Knights, that could be Calvin Lingelbach.
.
There are many questions yet unanswered about the team's capability to
·· the goal post and bounded out. That
"We've got ·Calvin Lingelback, who is a senior, and we need to get the . perf~rm. The answers wil~ come ~ter FJ:U plays the likes of Memphis State,
made it 3-1., but Paul Nuzum slipped
leadership out of him. I think <:;al will be invaluable .t his year," claims Clark.
Flonda Southern and Rollms. Practice begins next Friday. The first game will be
the final Fl'U score in a vicious flurry
Another player Clark has lurking in the wing~ is Tyrone Sparrow, who Clark Nov. 26 against Flagler.
·
of shots in which Illinois goalie
claims is the top orospect from last year's team. Sparrow is good, but he is only
Coach Clark probably put it best when he said, "All we can do is wait and
Cervantes made twQ . spectacular
6-3, stilJ. leaving Clark with a smaller team,
·
· .
see."
·

:·S PORTS,

Soccer results

Cagers, Clark ready for season

· pE ·classes close;
not enough faculty
If you wanted to take Physical
Education courses three weeks ago
during registration, but they were
closed, , you just were not quick
enough.
For non-physical education
majors, getting courses within the
Envir9nmental Studies Progiam may
have been .impossible if you had a
late registration date. The reason: too
· few instructors.
Dr. John W. Powell, chairman of
Physical Education Department, said,
"Probably the biggest problem we
have is we can't offer enough sections
of ,enough different things to really

meet the needs of the non-physical
education majors on campus. We.just
don't · .have the faculty to offer
enough sections. Consequently, those
classes close up pretty fast."
If you are ,without a physical
education class there are always the
facilities on campus.
· These facilities are for the students
and not restricted only to school
athletics.
.Powell said, "We have nothing on
this campus which is used only for
athletics, nor do we have anything
used only for physical education."

Peddle Your .WaresGOOD NEWS FOR FTU soccer fans came
Photo by Bernal Schooley
when Jimmy Madden, last year's leading against Chicago. Coach ·Rudy said that
,scorer for the hooters,
took to the field Jimmy is 'just a natural ·winger."

'•• ,Jn 't he matketplace
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IM season opens
Flag football and volleyball has
started, team tennis water polo and
raquetball will start soon, and the
deadline for cross country entrants is
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
~
So much for the 1976 FTU
intramural program that has almost
450 students participating, according
to Brian Skadowski, intramural
publicity director.
The program almost suffered a
se tback when some of the Greeks
threatened to pull out of the
competition because of a dispute

with Ken Renner, intramural
director, over scheduling and the way
the leagues were set.up.
But according to Skadowski, all
the teams that thought of pullin_g out
relented and decided to play anyway.
Thus, flag football got off without
any major hitches.
Volleyball had problems too when
two leather volleyballs could not be
located until an hour before the first
match was scheduled. Renner was
able to locate two suitable volleyballs
and the matches started on sci)edule.

INTRAMURAL RESULTS (as of O_ctober 5, 1976)
F lag Football:
..Monday's games:
Mavericks
SX
TKE

19
Lords of Football
19
SAE
by forfeit over
No Names

6
0

Tuesday's games:
Hump ~

ATO
Wild Meebers

27
31
25

Photo by Bernal Schooley

Evaders
KS
Patriots

CAL VIN LINGELBACH, wide-out for the Stetzer, in a 27 - 0 romp over the Patriots in
Humps, takes a pass from quarterback, opening intramural action.

0
0

p

FTU volleyballers drop two;
face tough test in"tourney

Volleyball
Monday's games:
Tyes III
Tri-Delta
ZTA
LXA Sisters

over Mean Machine
over Tyes II
over PKA Sisters
over Set-ups by forfeit

2-0
2-0
2-0

By DALE DUNLAP
Sports Editor

FTU's Women's volleybal.J team
suffered two losses Tuesday at the
hands of Florids Southern and South
Florida placing their record at 2-2
with a big round-robin tournament
facing them this weekend.
The Columbus College Invitational
starts today in Columbus, Ga., and
continues tomorrow with 16 teams
entered including the Knights. There
are · three separate divisions in the
tournament. The classifications are
arranged according to the size of the ·

Tuesday's games: ·
Tyesll
TyesI
Tri-Delta
ZTA

over LXA Sisters
over Set-ups
over Tyes III
over Mean Machine

2-0
2-1
2-1
2-0

FTU student

Tourney honors 'eyeryhody's friend'
BY RICHARD NEisON
Sports Writer

"The way to love anything is to
realize that is might be_lost."
Gilbert K. Chesterton
So it was with Charlie Bodeckc r, a
FTU student who died in an
automobile accident June 10. Charlie
was everybody's friend, a man wh o
knew nothing of enemies. C h arlie's
good n atured geniality and e n dless,
unselfish desire to give of himself was
his total being.
In honor of Charlie, Lambda Chi
A lpha is sponsoring a water polo
tournament to raise funds for the
Petersburg, Va. Rescue Squad, the
sq uad that attempted to save Charlie,
and the FTU Athletic Department.

"He really enjoyed himself; he
wanted to live life to it.
fullest-forever. He put other
pe.o ple fir~t before hi.mself and
he wanted to make sure
everyone else had a good time:
He just loved everybody."
-Landry

Steve Hartman, who is in charge of
the tourney, said, "The format is
going to be intramural rules. It's
going to 0e coed and innertube ~d
there is going to be a $10 entry fee
per team with trophies being awarded
to the first, second and third place
teams.''
Steve said the tournament is
looking fo r outside sponsors to
donate money for points scored
during the tournament. If fraternities
would like to donate money in the
same manner, they are welcomed.
The last day to sign up for the
water polo tournament is Wednesday.
Entry fees must be paid before the
team plays its first game. Schedules
of the games will be out today, with
play beginning on October 18.

Charlie meant many things to
many people. - Mike Gaines, who was
a fraternity brother and close friend
of Charlie's, said, "Charlie was a very
unique person ; he seemed to have a
likeness about him that everybod y
just kind of liked, he had a way with
people. He was loved and respected
by everybody; he was a great
fraternity brother, a great friend, a
great person who wou ld do anything
for you, just a super-fantastic guy."
Joyce said of C harlie, "He really
enjoyed himself, he wanted to live
life to its fullest-forever. He put other
people first before himself and he
wanted to make sure everyone else
had a good time. ' He just loved
everybody. "
"Charlie would do anything for
anybody . He enjoyed life to the
fullest; that's why it seems so ironic
that he isn 't here, "reflected Steve.
Charlie is gone now, and with him
a little sunshine has left the people
who knew him. And yet, for the
people wJ;lo did know him, his spirit
will not die. Maybe Steve put it best
when he said, "l always expect to see
him still, and sometimes I almost do.
A lot of people miss him a lot ... I
know I do.-"

~:~m~ein athc:~~~ne~edi~~:'c,:~~~

ou!!r
Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and
Troy State. Ms. McDaniel hopes to
win the tourney but said the
emphasis will be on getting the team
ready for the competition they will
face later in the )'ear.
Losing two matches in Lakeland
was a definite disappointment to the
FTU women . Ms. McDaniel felt that
her squad is much better than they
showed.
The Knights lost to Florida
Southern in straight sets 13-15, 12-15
and to South Florida 15-10, 14-16
and 13-15.
Ms. McDaniel was not hesitant to
m ention the reasons she thought her
team did not win. "The officials
called us for 11 illegal hits in one
m atch ," she said, " and in my mind
there's no - way that they were
illegal."

Outside of the officials, the team
suffered from trying too hard
knocking 19 spike shots out of
bounds. They also had problems in
reacting on defense-standing up
straight before the ball approached
rather than staying down low and
ready.
-------------

"We have only been
practicing for three weeks
so ·I wasn' t unhappy with
that point."
- McDaniel
------------·But, probably the most important
reason they lost, and it is the same
problem they'll face today, is the
lack of time the team has played
together, The Knights have been
practicing for three weeks.
Ms. McDaniel hopes that the team
will come of age this w eeken d and
begin to play together as a team. "We
· have only been practicing for three
weeks so I'm not unhappy with that point," she said .

WARNING: 1
C. BODECKER

_SHAKLEE PRODUCTS
()rgal)ic & Natural FOOD
SUPPLEMENT::. for produ.c t .
-or iob CALL 876-S593
•

STAN S. SILBERSTEIN ·

PRIVATE PILOTS
.GROUND SCHOOL
Tuesday Oct. 5, 6:30 p.m.-LIB 246
$5/Person/Nite

institutions' female enrollment.
Lucy McDaniel, the team's coach,
saip she had a chance to play her
team in a lower division with weaker ·
competition, but opted instead to
play in the upper division so her
players could be exposed to top-level
competition.

Approx. 10 Weeks·

For Info Call Tom Jorgenson - 644-1860

SPONSORED BY PEGASUS PILOTS

The lvoryTower
isaboutto
collapse.
It's your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now? Because, the
older you get the mor.e it costs. Arid next
year, it's.all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMaster.
Call the Fidelity u ·nion CollegeMaster®
Field Associate in your area :
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"Intel lig·e nce oul of the Shadows ..
· ·· .. -·.. .
in a MICHAEL WINNEll

_
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"DEATH WISH"

ii,.
...

from the novel"DIE.Anl WISll"by 8RJAlll GARFIELD Screenplay by WEMDELL MAYES
RESTRICTED
\ ProduceclbyHAL.LAJllDERSandBOBaYllOBEllTS
...,.;;;-:-.:::·-~ <Cl'
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f3amer-()um llr-§.
9 -am- ll pm

Mon-Fri

CULTURAL EVENTS. IF YOU ARE A MUSIC, THEATER,
DANCE, ART MAJOR OR AfN PERSON INTERESTED;
I

I

WE NEED YOU!!:

. l pm - llpm , Sal-.Sun .

" h'tEf<L't tJfEETii'-JG~ .! li-IURSDAYS AT. 3;00
IN THE VILLAGE CENTER OR CALL 2oll

